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Leeds Art Collections Fund
This is an appeal to all who are interested in the Arts. The
Leeds Art Collections Fund is the source of regular funds for
buying works of art for the Leeds collection. We want more
subscribing members to give one and a half guineas or
upwards each year.
Why not identify yourself with the Art Gallery and Temple
Newsam; receive your Arts Calendar free each quarter; receive
invitations to all functions, private views and organised visits
to places of interest. by writing for an application form to the
Hon Treasurer,

E. M..4rnold Esg.,

Buttertey Street, Leeds 10

When this issue of the Calendar was printing the sad news of the death of H.R.H. The
Princess Royal was announced. Members of the Fund would like to offer very sincere
sympathy to Lord and Lady Harewood and their children.

They also grieve for themselves in losing a President so gracious and so completely
imbued with the values for which the L.A.C.F. has stood throughout its long history.
Perhaps the Princess's greatest strength lay in her absolute genuineness and integrity
so full of foibles. It was these qualities which made
in a world
specially that of 'art'
her appear at times quite oblivious of her own convenience in undertaking something
she thought would help a worthwhile cause. Her formal exhibition openings at the Art
Gallery and her informal visits to Temple Newsam were always occasions to remember
for their complete lack of superficiality and the intriguing grasp she displayed of the
work in progress museum-wise no less than her refreshing knowledge of the subject
under discussion, from silver to water-colours.

—

Her Royal Highness has been called 'the Yorkshire Princess', and this means a very
great deal, for she drew affection from everybody who had the remotest contact with
her. The Fund will sadly miss her moral and practical support.

Editorial

The most important news to record is
the two major acquisitions made by the
Art Collections Fund recently and now on
show at the Art Gallery. Both the great
Henry Moore bronze Reclining Figure 1964
and the silver race cup of 1774 were displayed before the public for the first time
when the reconstituted lower Sam Wilson
gallery was opened by the Lord Mayor on
7th January
more about the build-up
to this event later.
The Henry Moore is, perhaps, the most
spectacular acquisition ever achieved by
the fund and it was made possible by the
generosity of the sculptor. He has shown,
through the years, great interest in the
Fund's efforts to make really substantial
improvements in the visual art amenities
of Leeds and in the dogged way in which
it has set its sights at what have often
seemed
impossible
targets. Discussion
over an example of recent work by which
he should be represented
in the city,
where some of his most formative student
years were spent, have been going on with
Mr. Moore for some four years or so. In
the end the choice was largely his and it
appears indisputable that Leeds now possesses one of the finest bronzes he has yet
cast. There is some sense in seeing it in
relation of the Hornton stone Reclining
14oman in 1929, bought by the Corporation with a government grant in 1941, for
they both seem to represent so well the
sculptural thought of the artist at the time
they were created and, by implication,
the progress of an aesthetic idea over a
period of thirty-five years. It would be
wonderful if one day we could fill in the
gap left when the British Council's Reclining
Figure, shown in the park at Temple
Newsam, was withdrawn from loan a few
years ago.
The advent of the new bronze reminds
one of other important additions to the
sculpture collection made by the Fund.

—

Not so long ago the Calder mobile was
the news and before that Barbara
Hepworth's Configuration, surely one of the
most satisfying things she has ever carved.
Any sense of complacency with the way
things are going is immediately dispersed,
however, by recalling the disappearance
of Kenneth Armitage's
?wo Standing
Figures from the sculpture gallery four days
before Christmas. It is possible that it will
still be recovered
a description of a man
seen a few minutes before its absence was
noticed has been given to the police but
it is a disturbing thought that there are
people about with squalid enough desires
to undo the work of the Fund, or the Art
Gallery Committee, or nullify the generosity of a benefactor by irresponsible
thieving, however ingenious or bold the
method of doing it might be.
Turning to a happier subject the purchase of the race cup. This is the first
piece of silver to be bought by the L.A.C.F.
and it would be hard to think of anything
better suited to fill the role of an inaugural
purchase. The cup is a really splendid
example of top quality silversmith's work
of the neo-classical period in England. Its
size and proportion give it a fine public
presence and its unique stand confers the
sort of elegance that a well-dressed woman
might add to her person by wearing highheeled shoes. The cup's detail is immaculate
too and similarly repays the closest scrusilversmithing
tiny; every conceivable
technique has been used to produce an
amazingly rich yet disciplined effect. We
may eventually find out for what race the
cup was made; at the moment we know
little about it except that a certain William
Moore was the retailer and was proud
enough of having it pass through his
hands to engrave his name on the bezel
of the cover. The cup, which had been in
the Rothschild collection, was sold at
Christie's last May and its subsequent
in

—
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self-help lines shown us by America than
we do now. Fresh endeavours must be
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made.
Twentieth-century
sculpture and eighteenth-century silver, so different yet both
excellent representatives of their time and
with equally impeccable ancestries, are at
in the reconpresent near neighbours
structed lower Sam Wilson gallery already
referred to. The new work here was
planned to make the most of qualities
implicit in this rather peculiar part of the
Art Gallery which looked so forbidding
when entered from the Queen's Room. The
main idea was to create an open-air piazza
effect in the middle so that justice might
be done to some of the sculpture which
seemed to ask for daylight conditions. We
also wanted to make a striking contrast of
lighting v hen coming from the existing
sculpture gallery in order to titillate the
eye and invite further inspection. Either
end of this 'piazza're
precincts with
showcases containing pottery and silver
of their nature three dimensional too,
but on a different scale from the sculpture.
The only light here is the spill from the
cases, the walls and ceilings being blacked
out, and we hope that this aquarium-like
arrangement provides psychological cheese
tasty in itself, but able to clear the
aesthetic palate between the wine tastings provided by the two sculpture areas.
It has been possible to include some good
vistas too ending sometimes in a piece of
sculpture at others in a brightly-coloured
show case. Colour in fact plays a big part
in the whole scheme, and it was found
necessary to mix all the dyes ourselves in
the workshop at Temple Newsam in order
to get colours which were bright yet recessive and far removed from the 'screaming
blue'r 'commercial mud' very often
which could be bought off
called 'beige'
the peg.
Now we await progress on the upper
Sam Wilson galleries where it is hoped to
provide an environment which will make
the most of this sometimes maligned collection of pictures and effects bequeathed
to Leeds when the gallery was poor by
Mr. Sam Wilson himself.
There are the great Brangwyn murals
to exploit, too.

—
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Race Cup and
Stand
London

1774—75.

Makers'arks:

WILLIAM HOLMES
and NICHOLAS
DUMEE.
The bezel of the
cover signed by the

retailer:
'4'illm Moore

fecil Palernosler
rota

London'ought

by the

Leeds Art
Collections Fund

1964.

story goes like this: it was bought by a
dealer for an American collection, the
L.A.C.F. being the underbidder: the issue
of an export licence was challenged, our
claim that it was an object of national
importance was upheld and in the end the
cup found its way into the case specially
made to act as its first public home in
Leeds. All this adds up to the fact that the
L.A.C.F. has again broken new ground for
itself by becoming an instrument by which
a work of art was prevented from leaving
the country, and while no member would
wish to crow over someone else's loss,
perhaps we can claim American indulgence in view of the money at the disposal
so vastly greater than
of their museums
ours. There is a moral here, for we ought
to be able to do a great deal better on the

—

Ttoo tieu~s of Henry hdoore's
Reclinint, Figure (Bridge-/>ro/i),
1964.
Bought by the Leeds -1rt Collections Fund

1964

Country House
Paraphernalia at
Temple Newsam
Every great house which has been lived
in for centuries acquires objects of antiquarian and historical interest which do
not properly belong to the sphere of
decorative art, but may be described as
'country house paraphernalia'. Since such
relics are often closely connected with the
history of the house it seems worthwhile
recording the more interesting ones that
remained at Temple Newsam after the
1922 sale.
The disused bell (displayed on the Red
Corridor) bears the date 1687 and the
maker's mark
a shield inserted in
onc of the borders. It is a splendid example
of the bellfounder's art: floral bands and
borders enhance its
various ornamental
decorative value, while heraldic embellishments include the cipher and coronet of
Edward, second Viscount Irwin; two
shields with the arms of Ingram impaling
Sherard, and the family motto 'scL ro
AMoRIs DtvINI'. It was cast by Samuel
Smith I of York, who was founding from
1662 till his death in 1709.
The bell presently hanging in the cupola
is plain, apart from some severe lines
round the base and the inscription
MEARS QF LQNDQN 1831'. It came from the
in
celebrated
Whitechapel
Foundry
London and was cast by Thomas Mears II
who was working in the period 1806—1848,
and during that time enjoyed a near
monopoly all over England. He cast a
ring of thirteen bells, tenor 35 cwt., for
St. Peter', Leeds, in 1841, but these have
since been recast. The wooden machinery
for ringing the bell remains, but the rope,
which travelled over various wheels and
rollers and down a shaft to the domestic
corridor, has vanished. Bells used to be

'SS'n

Bell, bearing cipher,

coronet and armorials
of Edward, second
Viscount Irwin and the

date 1687.
Cast by Samuel Smith I
of Iorhc diam. 23 in.

weddings,
rung to celebrate birthdays,
homecomings and at other times of rejoicing. It is still rung for the annual service
held in the chapel.
Another example of late seventeenthcentury metalwork is the set of miniature
cannon made for Arthur, third Viscount
Irwin. The sct consists of four brass
embellished
with
elaborately
cannon,
Ingram armorials by the London goldsmith Daniel Norcott, in 1699, at a cost of
12s.2 and three bronze cannon, probably
cast and engraved at a slightly later date.
When the house was lived in the cannon
were fired on certain ceremonial occasions
the last time being when the late Lord
Halifax returned to Temple Newsam with

—

his bride.

Another item of country house equipfire engine by
ment is a hand-operated
Hadley & Son of Longacre, inscribed
the contraption
IRwIN 1 785'. Although
archaic today, it
appears exceedingly
nevertheless
reflects a desire to possess
up-to-date machinery: Smeaton's waterwas
it will be remembered,
engine,
erected in the park in 1771.
In 1769 the ninth Viscount took out a
Sun Fire Insurance Policy for 3,000 at
an annual premium of g3 15s. Od., but

$

there is no clear evidence of a claim ever
having been lodged.s However,
Lady
Mary Meynell, who lived at Temple
Newsam from 1878—1904, records in her
memoirs that 'part of the South wing
was burned down and rebuilt by Lady
Irwin, wife of the last Lord Irwin.'4 If
there was a conflagration this is the only
known reference to the event.
Sport generally played a vital part in the
lives of the Viscounts Irwin, but in order to
preserve sufficient game it was found necessary to fix mantraps and spring guns to
help the gamekeepers prevent poaching.
A number of relics illustrating this branch
of estate management
still exist at
Temple Newsam, together with an ancient
notice board from the North Plantation,
warning intruders of these brutal devices.

However, the local inhabitants appear not
to have been deterred from raiding the
park from time to time, as a letter written
to Lord Irwin by his gamekeeper in 1735
amusingly shows:

'...My Lord, heare

is such a number of
Poachers R Coarsers in this Lordshipe.
This winter, more than ever has bin
since I new Temple-newsam.
These
poachears noes that I can't Bussell
amoungst them as I could a have don.
This wicke Wm Moore, Halton, John
Simpson of Rounder, David Sayner,
Seacroft was in ye Liberty R. kild a
brace of Haers neverry one of them
quallified. John Clark 8t. two or three
Cunterry with him killd a brace more
ye last wick which Parsson Hopkins

Miniature cannon,
of sin embellished
anth Ingram armorials,

one

c. 1699; length 24 in.

told me. As for Clark he never misses
going 3 daies a wick either with Mr.
Fran. Millner, or sum cunterry fealows
and
he surches all Round the
if there be any out they are his
second part of this miscellany is
principally concerned with architecture
and decorative art. It consists of three
extended notes on (i) the missing statues
from above the entrance porch; (ii) Wilof Barrowby
liam Etty's reconstruction
Hall, where a younger branch of the
Ingram family lived; and (iii) old wall
papers from Temple Ncwsam.
The imposing display of renaissance
ornament over the main entrance is the
best example of Jacobean decorative work
left at Temple Newsam. Fortunately, the
lower two stages of the great porch were
not altered when the South wing was remodelled in 1796, but about eighty years
ago two massive statues, reputedly of
Knights Templar, were removed from
either side of the central frame enclosing
the Ingram coat of arms. By continuing
the strong vertical of the coupled columns
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of a Entght

Stone head

?em(~lar.
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Probably carved by
Thomas Ventris

Park...

c. 16307

height

20 in.

one.'he
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below, the statues must have increased the
impression of height and, together with
the (unidentified) bust at the apex, provided an extremely interesting example of
architectural sculpture in the early seventeenth century. Their absence seriously
impairs the logic and grandeur of the
now
since the pediment
composition
appears to be floating. The figures can
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Barrorvby Hall,
near Garforth, built
in 1677 and
remodelled by
William Etty

1718-20.

be seen in two nineteenth-century

prints

of the house and may be ascribed

to

Thomas Ventris father and son, who
appear to have enjoyed a monopoly of
stone carving during the lifetime of Sir
Arthur Ingram.
According to Mr. Hugo Tinker of
Colton, whose father was estate mason in
the time of Mrs. Meynell Ingram, the
statues were damaged while being taken
down, and it was decided to bury them in
the North Plantation. Their accidental
re-discovery some forty years ago started
wild rumours about digging up medieval
knights, but when interest subsided they
were reinterred, only the heads (presently
at the house) being kept as curios. It is

not known precisely where the effigies lie
concealed.
Barrowby Hall, a small stone-built
country house situated tv o miles northeast of Temple Newsam, was the home of a
branch of the Ingram family during part
of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The property was purchased from
Gabriel Layton, Esq. by Arthur Ingram,
younger brother of the first Viscount and
he probably built the present hall which
bears the date 1677. The building, now a
farmhouse, is in good structural repair, but
few traces of the former park and garden
the gravestone of a
remain, although
favourite squirrel, buried there in 1729
by Isabella Ingram, aged 9, has recently

Frattment

of wallpaper

from the south wine
at 7emple Eewsam,

c. 1796.

been acquired at Temple Newsam. The
commemorative
inscription's itself a
touching memorial to a child who became
in later life an exceptionally witty and
animated correspondent.
The chief architectural
interest
of
Barrowby lies in the external alterations
and improvements made to the seventeenth
century building by William Etty of York
between 1718 and 1720. He fitted new
heads and keystones over every window,
put in sash windows, remodelled the main
entrance and erected a palisade wall with
handsome gate piers in front of the house.
The stonework is still crisp and the original
wooden sashes and shutters have been
preserved. Etty sent Arthur Ingram several

detailed progress reports on the remodellInside he fitted
ing and modernization.
new door frames, redecorated the hall to
make it 'coole and airy'nd renewed old
plasterwork. His method of renovating the
interior is well expressed in a letter dated
2nd Feb., 1719. 'What I am doeing is to
work up ye old materialls in every Room
soe far as itt will Goe, with some addittion
of new'.6 Building operations seem to have
ceased by April 1720 when the Rev. John
Ray of Whitkirk wrote 'his chizzle-men at
last have worked up the embellishments of
his house'.'he entire undertaking
cost
in the region of 450.
William Etty has started to emerge as
the leading architect practising in Yorkshire in the early eighteenth century. He
acted as clerk of works under Vanbrugh
at Castle Howard, did much miscellaneous designing and building for the Ingrams
of Temple Newsam between 1712 and
1730, and was employed by many leading
county families to carry out structural
alterations. Barrowby Hall is an important
and unusually well-documented
example
of his work.
At Temple Newsam the Chinese Drawing Room alone still has the paper hung
when it was created, but the remains of
original papers elsewhere in the house or
saved from destruction during the redecoration of 1940—1, provide a body of
material of considerable value.
The earliest specimen is a piece of the
red flock paper hung in the Saloon by the
seventh Viscount Irwin about 1745
during the height of the fashion for this
type of wall covering. The broad stencilled design is in imitation of a damask
pattern. During the second half of the
eighteenth
century the taste for flock
declined and was superseded by one for
colour printed papers. Examples of two
high-quality
papers printed from wood
blocks have been preserved
both date
from the alterations made to the South
wing in 1796. The first, recently discovered
behind one of the door architraves in the
Chinese drawing room, displays an elegant

j
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Embossed, painted and gilt leather uall-hanging from
7emPle JVeursam, Probably early seventeenth century,

38 x 23 in.

block-printed design consisting of a regular
arrangement of oak garlands and spots in
gilt on a pale pink ground. The second,
from the South bedroom, exemplifies the
technique of copper-plate and wood-block
printing.'t has always been attributed
to the well-known paper-stainers Anthony
and Francis Eckhardt of Chelsea. The
design consists of blue bands of classical
decoration dividing delicate chinoiserie
scenes of exotic birds in a marshy landscape with trees.'he black outlines of the
pictorial features have been etched, while
the lovely soft blues, greens, pinks, browns
and grey have been colour-printed from
wood blocks. This magnificent paper was
for long believed destroyed, but a piece
about four feet long showing the complete
design, recently turned up.
A large fragment of heavily embossed,
painted and gilt leather was found with the
'stork'aper, the pieces having presumably
been kept together as examples of indigenous wall coverings. The design consists
of a flowing system of heavy branching
foliage with large exotic blossoms and
fruit amongst which are wild beasts and
putto astride eagles and goats on a gilt
ground. The Dutch baroque style of design
suggests a date during the lifetime of Sir
Arthur Ingram when several rooms are
known to have been hung with gilt
leather.
Another paper dating from the late
eighteenth century is the hand-painted
wallpaper in the Chinese drawing room.ts
According to tradition this was given to the
widow of the ninth Viscount Irwin by the
Prince Regent in 1806 and hung for her
daughter, Lady Hertford, who came to live
at Temple Newsam in the 1820s.'s Someone (reputedly at the suggestion of Queen
Victoria), has added a number of fantastic
birds cut from ornithological plates. It is
considered one of the most attractive
chinoiserie wallpapers in the country and
has been frequently illustrated.

Another interesting paper came to light
when 'Miss Buchanan's Room'as being
converted to use as a photographic studio
a fine piece of William Morris
dating from about 1875. Lastly,
a strip of heavy brown Victorian wallpaper
from the north-west stairwell has been
preserved. The design of impressed and
gilded flowers and foliage in imitation of
Cordova leather provides yet another
example of Mrs. Meynell Ingram's taste
for decorative styles of the past. It was
probably made on a cylinder printing and
of
machine
a forerunner
embossing
modern mass production methods.

—
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l. I am

indebted to Mr. R. Glouston for supplying
information about the bell founders and for the
following reference:
H. B. Walters, The Church Bells of England,
Oxford, 1912, pp. 216 IK, 225 and 381.

2. TN EA 12/7.
3. TN EA 19/2.
4. Lady Mary Meynell, Sunshine and Shadows Oner
a Long Life, 1932, p. 186.
5. Quoted by G. M. Platt and J. M. Morkhill,
Records of the Parish of Whitkirk, Leeds, 1892,
p. 55.

6. TN CORR 12/31.
7. TN CORR 12,/70.
8. Illustrated Temple JVewsam

House, Leeds, 1951,
p. 57, pl. 27.
9. See C. C. Oman, Victoria and Albert Museum
Catalogue of'allpapers, 1929, p. 28.
10. Illustrated E. A. Entwisle, 'Eighteenth Gentury

London

Paperstainers',

7 he Connoisseur,

CXLIII, March 1959, p. 74, pl. 3.
11. E. A. Entwisle, '7he Book of WallPaper,

1954,
pp. 31—37 contains an interesting discussion of
leather hangings. See also pl. 18.
12. Illustrated Temple JVewsam House, Leeds, 1951,
p. 59, pl. 29 (colour).
13. The Prince Regent first met Lady Hertford in
1806 and fancied he was in love with hersee J. Richardson, The Disastrous Marriage 1959.
14. Illustrated V. 8c A. small picture books,
William Morris, H.M.S.O., 1958, pl. 8.
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Calendar of Events

Calendar of Notable Events in Leeds
TEMPLE NEWSAM HOUSE

CITY ART GALLERY

Open daily, including Sundays
October to April, 11.30 a.m. to dusk
May to September, 10.30 a.m. to 6.15 p.m.
Wednesday, 10.30 a.m. to 8.30 p.m.

Open daily 10.30 a.m. to 6.30 p.m.
Sunday, 2.30 p.m. to 5.0 p.m.

Acquisitions of the 2'ear
March 31 to April 25
An exhibition of the works of Art acquired
during the year ended 31 March 1965

The Regency Belle
itlay 1 to June 20
An exhibition of early nineteenth century costumes,
with appropriate accessories, from the Victoria
and Albert Museum

Dresden China

June 26 to August 8

An exhibition covering the work of the famous
Meissen porcelain factory, situated a few miles
from Dresden during the eighteenth century.
Circulated by the Victoria (k Albert Museum

Exhibitions

in

American Paintings from the Bloedel collection
April 11 to May 16
An exhibition of important and representative
paintings by American artists from the collection
of Lawrence H. Bloedel of Williamstown, Mass.
Organised in conjunction with the University of
Leeds

Decade

1910—1920

May I to May 22
An exhibition of English paintings circulated by
the Arts Council

II

Tottrards Art
June 5 to June 26
An exhibition of the work of ten young sculptors
from the Royal College of Art organised by the
Arts Council

other Yorkshire Galleries

BATLEY

Philatelic Exhibition
Batley (k District Camera Club
Paintings by John Paddy Carstairs (A.E.B.)
Royal Academy (A.E.B.)
Second Batley Schools Arts Exhibition
Children's Royal Academy (A.E.B.)

March 17 to March 27
April 3 to April 28
May 1 to May 26
May 29 to June 26
June 27 to July 10
July 11 to August 10

BOLTON

The Regency Belle (costumes) (V. tk A.)
Architecture of Maxwell Fry
New Painting 61 —64 (A.C.)
Bolton College of Art
Towards Art II (A.C.)

to April 18
April 10 to May 1
May 15 to June 5
June 19 to July 3
July 31 to August 21

BRADFORD

Seventy-second

BRIGHOUSE

English Transfer Printed Pottery (V. tk A.)
Brighouse Art Circle
Modern Embroidery (V. (k A.)

Spring Exhibition

12

April

9 to June 13

March 6 to May 2
March 6 to April 3
May 8 to June 20

Henry Moore, Sculpture 8I Drawings (A.C.)
Doncaster Camera Club
Leeds Pottery
Paintings by Michael Morley
Paintings from St. Germain-en-Laye
Photographs of Canada
English Drawings of the Twentieth Century

to March 27
March 18 to April 17
April 2 to April 24
April 24 to May 30
June 3 to September 5
June 19 to July 14
June 25 to July 17

New Paintings 1961—
64 (A.C.)
Artists'nternational
Association

Harrogate School of Art

March 20 to April 11
May 15 to June 5
June 12 to June 29

HUDDERSFIELD

Huddersfield Photographic Society
British Artists of the Second World War (A.C.)
Yorkshire Photographic Union
Huddersfield School of Art
History of Lithography (V. 8I A.)

March 27 to April 10
April 17 to May 8
May 1 to May 15
May 22 to June 5
June 12 to July 4

HULL

Adolf Menzel (A.C.)
British Painting 1950—57 (A.C.)
Hull Photographic Society
Hull Arts Club
Venetian Drawings (A.C.)

March 20 to April 11
April 10 to May 1
May 8 to June 3

June 5 to June 27
June 19 to July 10

KEIGHLEY

Glass Today (V. g A.)
National Schools Paintings Exhibition (A.E.B.)
Keighley & District Photographic Association
John Busby
Yorkshire Union Prints
British Artists of the Second World War (A.C.)
Work by Norma Morgan
Contemporary Italian Prints (V. 8." A.)
Paintings by Basil Rocke
English Transfer-Printed Pottery (V. 8; A.)

to April 25
to April 11
April 3 to April 21
April 23—
April 24 to May 9
May 15 to June 6
May 29 to June 27
June 12 to July 4
June 12 to July 11
June 26 to August 15

ROTHERHAM

Society of Marine Artists (A.E.B.)
Art of Lace (V. k A.)
Industrial Painters Group (A.E.B.)
Rotherham Society of Artists
Leeds Pottery

April 10 to May 9
April 10 to May 30
May 15 to June 13
June 19 to July 25
June 26 to July 18

SCARBOROUGH

Paintings 8I Drawings from Scarborough
Early British Water-colours
Scarborough Art Society
Dutch Festival Exhibition

SHEFFIELD

African Sculpture
Maxwell Fry (A.C.)
Sculptures and Sculptors'rawings
(A.C.)
Twentieth Century English Drawings
Arts of Ancient Peru (V. R A.)
Hull Marine Painting
Alan Davie

DONCASTER

HARROGATE

March 13 to April 3
3 to April 24
2 to April 24
22 to July 11
28 to June 19
June 28

April
April
May
May
from

March 14
April 26 to May 15

Peter Forrester

(Leeds)

Paintings

YORK

March 29 to April 19

by Luigi Pericle

The York Four (John Langton, Reg. Williams,
Russell Platt and David Lloyd-Jones)

—Arts

Council

A.F..B. —Arts Exhibitions Bureau

March 8 to March 31
April 1 to April 29
April 30 to May 30
May 31 to June 24
April

John Soily, F.R.s.A. Recent Pottery

SWARTHMORE

A.C.

Schools

V.

June

&:

A. =- Victoria 8: Albert Museum

The Leeds Pottery and Its Wares

A BIBLIOGRAPHY

This bibliography is based on materials
in the Leeds City Libraries, the location
of items not in the Leeds collections are
given.
Most of the items are to be found in the
Print Room and Art Library, but some
periodicals are in the Reference Library
and some documentary
material in the
Archives Department.
Periodical articles are to be found,
except where otherwise noted, in the
bound files of the periodical. Some articles
are also available as extracts, but this is
not noted, nor is the number of copies
of a book, etc., in the Library generally
given.
This bibliography includes books, catalogues, articles, etc., which deal solely
with the Leeds Pottery and its products;
it also includes books, etc., having sections
on Leeds, which are thought to be significant. Local exhibition catalogues, etc.,
are listed even when the material contained
is slight. A few items on creamware in
general have been included as comparative
material, these have been selected with

consideration to the space in them given
to Leeds ware.
Where an author has written several
items, a reference to all other items by
him is given in either the entry for his
main work, or under the first work listed.
References between other related items
have been given where this has seemed
useful.
The bibliography is arranged as follows:
A Drawing Books
B Pattern Books
C Documents, etc.
D Books and Sections in Books
E Articles
F Collections and Exhibitions:
logues and Articles

Cata-

The Art Librarian would be glad to
hear of any items on the Leeds Pottery
not included in this bibliography, especially of any factory records or other
documentary material.
DAVID

S.

THORNTON

Drawing and Pattern Books
see

J.

R. R. F.: Historical notices... 1892. pp. 30—32, 45—46. [D5].
Kidson,
Towner, D. C.: Fnglish cream-coloured earthentoare. 1957. pp. 79—80. [D!0].
The Leeds Pottery. 1963. pp. 49—58. [D!1].
Victoria and Albert Museum. Department of Engraving, Illustration and Design
and Department of Painting: Accessions, 194L London. 1954. p. 54.

A. Drawing Books
Pattern Nos. 153—272. Some coloured.
Drawing Book. No. 1. c. 1781 or c. 1786.
Drawing Book. No. 2. c. 1803.
274 —375
401 —457
Drawing Book. No. 3. c. 1814.
75 unnumbered drawings.
[Drawing Book. No. 4.]
1—
Drawing Book for Black Ware. 1800.
90
Enamel Table Service Drawing Book. c. 1800—1820.
1—
301 coloured.
Enamell'd Tea Ware. 1819.
1—
90 coloured.
Handle Drawing Book. c. 1805.
1—
27
Ornamental Drawing Book. No. 1. c. 1801.
1—
29
These nine volumes are kept in the Print Room and Art Library, being in the possession of the Leeds City Libraries. They were previously owned by Mr. H. C. Embleton,
who presented them to the Libraries in 1920.
Original Drawing Book. No. 1. c. 1778—
91.
Original Drawing Book. No. 2. c. 1792—1804.
New Teapot Drawing Book. c. 1805—1815.

Unnumbered, scrap book.
Unnumbered, scrap book.
Pattern Nos. 250—610, coloured,
also 1 —10, 46 —53, pasted in.
These three are the only other Drawing Books known to be in existence, and are in
the Department of Prints and Drawings of the Victoria and Albert Museum. They are
the three described by the Kidsons, and were then in the possession of George F. Cox,
of Manchester, they were presented to the Museum by Mr. A. L. Allen in 1941. A
black-and-white negative microfilm of the three books is in the Print Room and Art
Library.
The titles of all twelve items are taken from the books, where these are titled, and the
dates based mainly on watermarks and internal evidence. Some of the titles, and the
numbering of items, appear to be contemporary with the books, but others may have
been added later. There is need for a more detailed study of the books than has yet
been made, and whilst these twelve are the only known items, it is probable that others
were in use at the Pottery.
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1. Borders

1'rom the

Enamett'd Tea IVare
[Drazoing Book].

B. Pattern Books

1819.

cf. The Castleford, Don, and Swinton Pattern Books (see D. C. Towner:
Pottery. 1963. pp. 156, 157, 160. [Dl I]).

7he Leeds

There are two editions of the Leeds Pattern Book, that of 1783 and that of
1794. The former appears to have been reprinted twice, and the latter once. The 1814
impression of the 1794 edition is watermarked, but it is difFicult to establish the impression of a copy of the earlier edition, as the date only appears on the key (index of the
plates), and many copies have the plates only, whilst some (see below) have several
of differing dates. It is possible that the 1783 edition was not reprinted in full,
but that the keys were printed at different dates, and issued with the original plates.

keys

The title, which appears only on the key, is: Designs of sundry articles of Queen's or
cream-colour'd earthen-ware manufactured by Hartley, Greens, and Co. at Leeds Pottery, with a
great variety of other articles. 7 he same enamel'd, printed or ornamented with gold to any pattern;
also with coats of arms, cyphers, landscapes, Vc. &'c. Leeds.
This is followed by th= date; the title remains unchanged for both editions; foreign
keys have this title translated into the apppropriate language.

The following are in the Print Room and Art Library:
1783 edition (Reprinted twice, in 1785, and 1786?), has designs numbered 1 to 152,
and 1 to 32.
One copy without the key.
One copy with three keys: one in German dated 1783, one in French dated 1785,
and one in English dated 1786.
1794 edition (Reprinted 1814), has designs numbered 1 to 221, and
One copy of each impression, both without the key.

1

to 48.

The key to the 1794 edition appears to be very scarce in the original, a copy in the
possession of Mr. Thomas Boynton was reproduced by the Kidsons in Historical notices
1892, pp. 33—44. [D5]. The Boynton copy was also reproduced and published
separately, there is a copy in the Print Room and Art Library, but the date and place
of publication are unknown. One or other of these reproductions of the Boynton copy
appears to have been used for the reproduction in D. C. Towner's 7he Leeds Pottery.
1963. pp. 59—70. [Dl 1]. The key can, of course, be used for either the 1794 or 1814
impressions.
16

C. Documents, Etc.
ACCOUNT: A bill rendered to Mr. Glover, dated 17 December 1804, from the Leeds

Pottery.

Pasted in the Print Room and Art Library's copy of the Kidson's Historical Xoticet... 1892.
Committee. 1926: Handbook... 1926. p. 242. item 102. [F10].

See Old Leeds Exhibition

[D5].

DIRECTORIES: There are directories

of, or including, I.eeds from 1790 onwards.
these have not been studied in detail in connection with the Leeds
Pottery. The following list gives the dates of directories up to 1840 which are in the
Local History Department of the Leeds Reference Library. After 1840 directories
appeared more frequently, but the Pottery is then of less interest.
1790
1806
1816—17
1830

As far as is known

1797
1798
1800

INDENTURES:

1817
1818
1826

1807
1809
1814

see

D. C. Towner: 7he

Leeds Pottery.

1834
1837
1839

1963. pp. 170—72. [Dl I].

Five items printed, dated 1758 (21, 1770, 1799, 1863.

LETTERS: see D. C. Towner:

7he Leeds Pottery. 1963. pp. 161—64.

of letters from Thomas fA'ilson to Sir Henry de
Pottery. These are the source of the earlier writings on the
Towner on pp. 1 —5. The letters are in the Victoria and Albert
his letters are in the Archives Department of the Leeds City
A transcript

see

J. R.

R.

F. Kidson:

Historical

[Dl I j.

la Beche, dated 1854, on the Leeds
Leeds factory, and are discussed by
Museum. Thomas wilson's copies of
Libraries, (DBI 78/351.

JVotices... 1892. pp. 133—38. [D5].

Letters from Mr. John Cartwright of Marnham, Notts., to the Leeds Pottery, dated 1783, relating
to an order for three punch bowls. Transcribed from the originals which 'were found pinned in the
old Order Book... now in the possession of Mr. George F. Cox of Manchester...', this is Original
Drawing Book No. 1. [Section A], and the original letters are still in it.

NEWSPAPER EXTRACTS: see G. D. Lumb,: Leeds and district potteries. 1919. [E8].
D. C. Towner,: 7he Leeds Pottery. 1963. pp. 164—70. [Dl I].
The early newspaper

references, advertisements,

etc., are collected in these ttvo sources.
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2. Teapot from the
1800.

Drawing

Book for Black IVare.

PLAN: A plan showing some Hunslet potteries, but not the Leeds Pottery. 1817.
In Leeds City Libraries. Archives Department.

(Acc. 1048).

RATE ASSESSMENTS: Rate assessments
1791—1827.
In Leeds City Libraries. Archives Department.

including

the Hunslet

potteries

from

(Ld/Hu.)

REGISTERED CONVEYANCES: These are quoted by D. C. Towner:
Pottery. 1963. [Dl 1].

The Leeds

The originals are in the West Riding Registry ol'eeds, Newstead Road, Wakefield.

WILL:

A reproduction

In Overend,

J. W.: An

of Savile Green's will (died 14 July 1820, at Rio de Janeiro).
unpublished

part of the history o/ the Leeds Pottery.

[NOTES on Leeds Pottery, and the

Morton.] [195—?].

lives

1915. [E10].

of James Wraith Senior and John Thomas

A typescript account, together with photographs, news cuttings, letters, etc. It throws some light
upon the later periods of the factory. and upon the Senior, Morton, Slee relationship.
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D. Books and Sections in Books
GRABHAM, OXLEY: Yorkshire potteries, pots and potters. York. 1916. illus.
Reprinted

from the?orkshire

Philosophical

Society Report,

1915. Pp. 48—73 deal with the Leeds Pottery.

GRANT, MAURICE HAROLD: The makers of black basaltes. Edinburgh
London. 1910. illus.

gc

Pp. 322 —330, The Leeds Pottery.

3. JEWITT, LLEWELLYNN: The ceramic art of Great Britain from pre-historic
times down to the present day: being a history of the ancient and modern pottery
and porcelain works of the Kingdom and their productions of every class. 2 vols.
London. 1878. illus.
Vnh 1. pp. 466—
484 deal with Leeds ware. see also

E7.

4. JOHN, W. D. and BAKER, WARREN: Old English lustre pottery. Newport.
1951. illus. bibliog.
Ch. 12. pp. 73—81, I eeds pottery.

KIDSON, JOSEPH R. and FRANK: Historical notices of the Leeds Old Pottery,
with a description of its wares: together with brief accounts of contemporary
potteries in the immediate vicinity, hitherto unnoticed. Leeds. 1892. illus.
Published in an edition of 250 copies, with a list of subscribers. Pp. 30—32, The Pattern Books. Pp.
34—46, Reprint of'he letterpress to the Pattern Book of 1794. Pp. 111—18, Other local potteries.
Appendix, pp. 133—54 includes: Letters from J. Cartwright, Esq.; Book of pottery receipts published
at Leeds [Thomas Lakin see D7]; Mr. Bond's account of the Leeds Pottery [see El]. see also F9, F10.

2nd edition.

Leeds. 1893. illus.

The text of this edition

is unaltered but the list of subscribers is omitted, the frontispiece is different,
and there is some slight modification of the preliminary material. It is produced on cheaper paper,
with a less substantial binding.

LAKIN, THOMAS: The valuable receipts of the late Mr. Thomas Lakin, with
proper and necessary directions for their preparation and use in the manufacture
of porcelain earthenware, and iron stone china, together with the most recent
and valuable improvements
in the admired art of glass staining and painting.
Leeds. 1824.
For Lakin's connection with the Leeds Pottery see Kidson, J. R. &. F: Historical
pp. 140—42. [D5]; Solon, M. L.: Ceramic literature. London. 1910. p. 247.

Notices... 1892.

MARRYAT, JOSEPH: A history of pottery and porcelain, mediaeval and modern.
3rd edition. London. 1868. illus.
Pp. 219—20 deal with Leeds pottery. The first edition of 1850 was the first book on ceramics to mention
the Leeds Pottery, see D. C. Towner: ?'he Leeds Pottery. 1963. p. l. [Dl 1].

SELLERS, MAUD: Pottery. illus.

London. 1912.

Victoria

History

Pp. 436—49 deal with the Leeds and Yorkshire potteries.
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of

the County

of I'ork. vol. 2.

3. Goffee pot, in
various sizes, 1'rom
the[Dratning Book.
JVo.

10. TOWNER, DONALD CHISHOLM:
London. 1957. illus. bibliog.

II. pp.

Ch. 4. pp. 15—25, The Leeds Pottery. Appendix
and Drawing Books.

11.

— The

Leeds Pottery. London.

English

cream-coloured

earthenware.

79—80, 83—85, The Leeds Pottery Pattern

1963. illus. bibliog.

Ch. 7. pp. 49—55, The Drawing Books. Ch. 8. pp. 56 —141, The Pattern Books; pp. 59—141 contain a
reproduction of the 1814 Pattern Book, and a key. Ch. 11. pp. 155—60, Other local potteries. Appendix
A. pp. 161—64, Letters from Thomas KVilson to Sir Henry de la Beche. Appendix B. pp. 164—70,
Extracts t from local papers, etc.f. Appendix G. pp. 170—72, Indentures. see also D10, E12—18, F3, F5.
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4] n.d.

1. BOND, EDWARD: Leeds Old
journal. vol. 4. 1877. pp. 43 —46.
Reprinted in

J. R. tl: F. Kidson:

Historical

Pottery:

memoranda.

pp. 67 74.

3. HIND, HENRIETTA: The love of 'Leeds'. illus.

4. HUGHES, GEORGE BERNARD: The distinction
Country Life. vol. 124. 1958. pp. 536—
37.

——

Connoisseur.

vol. 59. 1921.

Art gournaL New Series. 1911—12.

pp. 24 —29.

5.

A rchaeological

mottoes... 1892. lD51, with critical comments.

2. FREETH, FRANK. On early Leeds pottery. illus.

see also

yorkshire

of Leeds creamware.

illus.

E5, E6.

Old Leeds creamware.

illus. Apollo. vol. 40. 1944. pp. 45 —
47.

Pottery figures from Leeds. illus.

Life. vol. 134. 1963. pp. 1630—31.

Country

7. JEWITT, LLEWELLYNN: Leeds pottery: a history of the earthenware works
at Leeds, with notices of their productions, etc. illus. Art gournaL New Series.
vol. 4. 1865. pp. 305—09.

8. LUMB, GEORGE DENISON: Leeds and district
Publications. vol. 24. 1919. pp. 277 —
80.
Mainly newspaper

9. MAKING

extracts,

see

Xerograph only. Deals with pipe manufacture

illus. Connoisseur.

in the Leeds area, and with the I.eeds Pottery.

An unpublished
part of the history
vol. 43. 1915. pp. 17—20.

Includes a reproduction

T.: Old

of Savile Green's will,

painted

.see

14.

of the Leeds Pottery.

Section C.

Leeds ware. illus.

C,'ollector.

12. TOWNER, DONALD CHISHOLM: A creamware
illus. Apollo. vol. 67. 1958. pp. 214—19.

13.

Society

1916. pp. 730—31.

J. W.:

10. OVEREND,

Thoresby

Section C.

ol clay pipes. illus. Pottery Gazette. July 1st.

11. SACHS, E.

potteries.

—

David Rhodes, enameller. illus. English
1957—59. pts. 4 —5. 1959. pp. 3—13.

vol.

enameller:

29—31.

David Rhodes.

C:eramic Circle Transactions.

La fa"ence fine anglaise du couleur creme. illus.
10. 1958. pp. 80—91.

et des Arts du Feu.

l. 1903. pp.

vol. 4.

Cahiers de la Ce'ramique

F.nglish summary.

15.
16.

The Leeds horses. illus. Leeds Art

C,"alendar.

51. 1963. pp. 13—15.

— The Leeds Pottery and its wares. illus. Apollo. vol. 64. 1956.
pp. 175—79;
vol. 65. 1957. pp. 44-47, 98—102, 169—72.
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4. Vase from the

Dratoing

Book 3"o.

1.

c. 1781 or c. 1786.

17.

18.

The Leeds Pottery, Jack Lane, Hunslet:

1951. illus.
173-84.

Some cream ware comparisons.
vol. 4. 1957-59. pt. 3. 1957. pp. 9-16.

read...

March 21st,
paper
vol. 3. 1946—52. pts. 4—
5. 1955. pp.

English Ceramic Circle Transactions.

illus. English Ceramic Circle Transactions.

19. TROUGHTON, MARION: The story of Leeds pottery. illus.
of the Halifax Building Society]. 92. 1957. pp. 9—10.
20. TURNER, WILLIAM: Leeds pottery. illus.

21. WILSON, HENRY B.: Old Leeds ware.
30-35, 100—04.

Collector. vol.

illus. Connoisseur.

Homeowner

[Journal

3. 1907. pp. 107—11.
vol. 10. 1904. pp.

22. WOOD, GEORGE BERNARD: Pottery from Leeds. illus. Dalesman.
1960—61. pp. 564-66.

vol. 22.

F. Collections and Exhibitions:
CATALOGUES AND ARTICLES

l. ANTROBUS, LILY:

Leeds ware in the collection of Miss Lily Antrobus,
Bernard Rackham. illus. Old Furniture. vol. 2. 1927. pp. 100—11.

see also

by

F2.

2. ASTLEY HALL, Ghorley: Catalogue of Leeds pottery bequeathed to the Chorley
Town Council by Robert Grey Tatton for exhibition in Astley Hall, Chorley.
Compiled by Bernard Rackham. Chorley. 1946.

3. IVFAGH BEQUEST,
Bequest, Kenwood,

Aenwood:
Leeds creamware: exhibition at the
May to September, 1958. London. 1958. illus.

Iveagh

Catalogue compiled by D. C. Towner.

4. LEEDS. CITY ART GALLERIES: English pottery from the Hollings collection.
Supplement to the catalogue of acquisitions, 1946. Leeds. 1946. illus.
Items 72 —152 are Leeds ware. see also F6.

5.

Handbook of Leeds pottery, and catalogue of the exhibited
the Leeds City Art Gallery, 1951. Leeds. 1951. illus.

material

at

Compiled by D. C. Towner. Copies should have parts of pp. 5 and 15 cancelled, and an errata slip
on p. 37.

6.

by

see also

7.

I. Leeds creamware; II. Leeds painted ware
illus. Leeds Art Calendar. 1. 1947. pp. 14—15; 2. 1947. pp. 20—
22

The Hollings collection:

K. M. Armistead.
F4.

and others: Thoresby Society diamond jubilee exhibition:
history, April 3rd to 24th, 1949. Leeds. 1949.

Leeds art and

P. 14 deals with Leeds pottery.

8. LEEDS. CITY MUSEUMS: Exhibition of old Leeds pottery: unusual
at Kirkstall.

1471-73.

illus. Pottery

Gazette

and Glass

Trades Review.

December

display

1958. pp.

Extract only. On the display at Kirkstall Abbey House Museum.

9. OLD LEEDS EXHIBITION COMMITTEE. 1908: Old Leeds Exhibition hand-

book. City Art Gallery, July 24th to September 26th, 1908. 2nd revised edition.
Leeds. 1908. illus.

Pp. 35—45 deal with Leeds and Castleford pottery, with articles by Frank Kidson and H. A. Hall,
and a list of exhibits. Richard Wilson's collection of Leeds ware was shown and is listed on pp. 64—66.
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lf1.

—

1926: Handbook of the Old Leeds Exhibition held in the City Art Gallery,
July 8th —23rd, 1926. Leeds. 1926. illus.

Pp. 88—90, 237—43 deal with Leeds ware, includes an article by Frank Kidson, and a list of exhibits.

11. VICTORIA AND ALBERT MUSEUM: Cream-coloured
1960. illus.

earthcnwarc.

London.

Small Picture Book. Xo. 53.

12. YORKSHIRE MUSEUM, 1orkt A catalogue of the Boynton collection of York
shire pottery, presented to the Yorkshire Museum 1916 and 1920, together with
notes on some of the Yorkshire potteries and the marks used hy them, by A. Hurst.
[York.1 1922. illus.
Pp. 9—14, 33—59 cleal with Leeds ware.

j

Published in Leeds by The Libraries and Arts tArt Gallery and Temple Jt'etosant House) Sub-Committee
ointly toith 7he Leeds Art Collection Fund
Cot er halJ-tone blocks by Gilchrist Bros. Ltd. Leeds 2
Designed and Printed by F.. Arnold td Son Ltd. Leeds 10
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QUEEN SQUARE GALLERY
CLAYPIT LANE
(near the Merrion
Telephone

LEEDS

2

Centre)

27371

FOUNDED

I770

EX HI B IT ION S
APRIL 28 to MAY 15

Paintings

ALAN WOOD and
PATRICK DOLAN
MAY 19 to JUNE 19

MIXED EXHIBITION
JUNE 23

to

JULY 17

Paintings

Restoration

by

by

ERIC ATKINSON

and

Conservation
of the

Antique, Oriental

O'ccidental

of JJ>ork

A feJJJ e2;amples

undertaken

BRONZES> BUHL, CERAMICS> ENAMELS,

IVORY CARVINGS, JADES> MOTHER OF

PEARL,

ORMOLU,

MARBLES,

OBJETS

D ART, SNUFFS, TORTOISE SHELL AND
WORKS OF ART

Tuesdays to Fridays

RESTORFRS TO THE LEADING MUSEUMS

G. Garbe

11 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Saturdays
11

a.m. to 3 p.m.

23

CHARLOTTE

STREET LONDON

MUSEUM

I268

W.I

HOLLIDAY, FIELDING & HOCKING LTD.
Manufacturers of Artists'asels and
Educational Equipment
Picture Frame Makers
Contractors to Educational Authorities
Works and OKces

Wesley Works Wesley Place Leeds 9

Telephones 27600 and 30937

ESTABLISHED I867

REMOVERS

STORERS
PACKERS

SHIPPERS
287

ROUNDHAY

Phones

ROAD, LEEDS

41919-43741

8

